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Price Drop! Only $85,000 Akaroa Restaurant.
Iconic Mandala Restaurant In Idyllic Akaroa - price reduced - now only $85,000!!!

This is a rare opportunity to secure one of the prime restaurant/bar/cafe sites in Akaroa.

The location of this restaurant is premium, with dual access - one entrance takes customers through
the idyllic courtyard with tree canopy coverage creating a very special ambiance. The second overlooks
the park and offers easy access and parking.

Offering a renowned Pacific-Indian fusion menu, Mandala Restaurant stands as the towns only
hospitality spot specialising in its cuisine. Equally, you can easily put your own stamp on it as this site
will lend itself to any cuisine.

Business Highlights:

Seating inside and out for over 100

Little competition - strong local support

Loyal staff, including Chef

Well-supported by community

Repeat, diverse customer base: locals & travellers

Online ordering system (additional revenue stream)

Trading just six evenings per week, there is ample room for growth by establishing lunch trade to
capitalise on Akaroas bustling tourism particularly during the weekends & the fast-approaching
summer season! Alternatively, keeping it as a dinnertime establishment will afford new owners with an
enviable work/life balance in one of the South Islands most captivating towns.

It doesnt get much better than this! Mandala Restaurant is a genuinely iconic business primed for
continued success and greater heights under the leadership of a motivated pair of new owners.

Dont miss out on the chance to seize a rare & remarkable opportunity. Enquire now!

To find out more watch the video here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbLnQ42y0EM or go to
linkbusiness.co.nz/CS00855 and press the Enquire Now button to complete an online confidentiality
agreement.

Sami Chesterton, 021 0297 8810, sami.chesterton@linkbusiness.co.nz
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Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120106

***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
stock photo image may be used to represent the business.

#wesellbusinesses #akaroa #hospitality

SEMINAR: HOW TO BUY A BUSINESS

Dont know where to start? Want to know what mistakes to avoid?

Register for our Buy a Business Seminar. linkbusiness.co.nz/online-buyer-seminar

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/120106
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